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Observations of galaxies can be used to simultaneously constrain 
galaxy dark matter connection and cosmological parameters!

Take home message
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Cosmological paradigm

Dark matter

Dark energy

Atoms

Homogeneous Universe      (Planck collaboration, 2013)
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Galaxy-dark matter connection

How do galaxies occupy dark matter haloes?

Millenium simulation, Springel et al. 2005 Dark MatterGalaxies

δgal = b δm

Pgg(k) = b
2
Pdm(k)
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Approaches to the Galaxy-Dark 
matter connection

Direct observations

Gas kinematics, Strong lensing, weak 
lensing, satellite kinematics


Physical modelling

Semi-analytical models, numerical 
simulations


Statistical modelling

Halo occupation distribution modeling of 
the clustering and lensing of galaxies
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SDSS III BOSS
Spectroscopic 
survey 


~900000 massive 
galaxies at z>0.4


Area on sky: ~10000 
sq. deg. 


(8500 sq. deg. data from DR11 used in 
this study)
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Primary goal: Baryon acoustic feature as a standard ruler
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CMASS galaxy sample
Spectroscopic 
targets selected 
using luminosity 
and color cuts.
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low redshift end it is the BOSS color selection which causes
this behaviour.

We use an approximately volume-limited sample of galax-
ies within a redshift range z 2 [0.47, 0.59], and with
1011.1h�2

70 M� < M⇤ < 1012.0h�2
70 M� . The upper panel of

Fig. 1 shows our sample of CMASS galaxies in the stellar
mass and redshift plane. The bottom panel shows that the
abundance of these galaxies is ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�4h3Mpc�3, with mi-
nor variation with redshift. More details about the sample
selection, such as various redshift and stellar mass cuts, will
be described in Paper II. Out of 755,522 CMASS galaxies of
the entire BOSS DR11 sample over all the redshift and stellar
mass ranges, 378,807 galaxies are selected after the redshift
and stellar mass cut, which is used for measuring the cluster-
ing signal. This sample has an approximately constant num-
ber density in the select redshift range, and we show in Paper
II that the clustering of galaxies for such a sample changes
little with redshift. We then select CMASS galaxies in the
regions overlapping with the CFHTLenS fields for measuring
the lensing signal; their positions are indicated as the dot sym-
bols in Fig. 2. After this selection, we obtain 4,807 CMASS
galaxies.

There are a number of subtle selection e↵ects which need to
be accounted for to obtain a precise measurement of cluster-
ing (Ross et al. 2012). The spectroscopic target sample is de-
rived from the SDSS imaging observations. However, not all
galaxies from these target sample have secure redshift. This
could occur because a fiber needed for spectroscopy could not
be assigned to a target due to its proximity with another target.
Such fiber-collided galaxies may be observed if the objects lie
in a region of the sky which is visited multiple times (due to
overlaps in the target tiling). There are also instances where
a fiber is assigned but the redshift could not be secured. Fi-
nally, there are also instances when it is di�cult to separate
a galaxy from a star, especially in fields with a high number
density of stars. These e↵ects have been encoded in the parent
DR11 catalog of CMASS galaxies. In particular, weights are
assigned to each galaxy such that,

wl = w⇤ (wnoz + wcp � 1) , (1)

where wnoz is related to the redshift failures, wcp is related to
the incompleteness due to fiber collisions, and w⇤ accounts
for the systematic relationship between density of stars and
density of BOSS target galaxies (for details, see Aardwolf et
al., in prep.). Since our galaxy subsample has a much more
uniform number density distribution as a function of redshift
than the parent CMASS galaxy sample, we do not use the
weights proposed by Feldman et al. (1994, FKP hereafter).

2.2. Source Galaxies: CFHTLenS catalog
For source galaxies used in the galaxy-galaxy weak lensing

measurement, we use the publicly-available CFHTLenS cata-
log7. The quantities needed for shape estimate of each galaxy
image, its ellipticity, calibration factors, and weight are pro-
vided in the catalog (Heymans et al. 2012; Erben et al. 2013;
Miller et al. 2013). The two ellipticity components in the
celestial coordinate system, (e1, e2), were estimated from the
i0-band data of each galaxy image using the lensfit software,
which is based on a Bayesian model-fitting method (Miller
et al. 2007) for a model with two components. The elliptic-
ity is defined as e = (a � b) / (a + b), where a and b are the

7 http://www.cfhtlens.org/astronomers/data-store

Figure 1. Upper panel: The sample of CMASS galaxies used in this paper
in the stellar mass and redshift plane, as denoted by points within the dashed
rectangle. Other points are for all the CMASS galaxies, but only 10,0000
galaxies are shown for illustrative purpose. Lower panel: The dashed curve
is the redshift dependence of the comoving number density of our selected
CMASS galaxies, which is almost constant in the redshift range centered at
z ' 0.55. For comparison, the solid curve shows the full CMASS sample.

major and minor axes of the ellipse, respectively. Using a
shear recovery test based on galaxy image simulations, the
CFHTLenS team also provided calibration factors that are a
function of galaxy size and detection signal-to-noise ratio, so
that the input shear for simulated galaxy images is recovered
to the desired accuracy after application of these factors. The
calibration factors consist of the shear multiplicative bias fac-
tor m, which is commonly applied to both e1 and e2, and the
additive term c2, which is applied to e2 alone. The shear cor-
rection is greater for a galaxy with small signal-to-noise ra-
tio and small scale-radius (size). We will describe the details
of the shear calibration scheme in Section 3.1. The inverse-
variance weight for each galaxy is defined by the variance
that is estimated from the intrinsic galaxy ellipticity and the
measurement error due to photon noise (for details, see Miller
et al. 2013).

Photo-z for each source galaxy were estimated with the BPZ
code (Benı́tez 2000; Coe et al. 2006) by using PSF-matched
photometry that aims at measuring aperture photometry for
the same physical part of each galaxy in di↵erent passbands
(for details, see Hildebrandt et al. 2012). The BPZ code pro-
vides a probability distribution function (PDF) of the photo-z
estimate for each galaxy (hereafter P(z)). We make use of the
full information of P(z) when computing lensing signal.

To make a reliable lensing measurement, we use the follow-
ing catalog of source galaxies. First, we discard galaxies that
have the flag MASK > 1 indicating masked objects. We use the
galaxies that have the ellipticity weight weight > 0, and the
ellipticity fitting flag fitclass = 0, which indicates that the
shape is reliably estimated. We do not apply any cut to magni-
tude or signal-to-noise ratio, i.e., we use all the faint galaxies
as long as the above conditions are satisfied. Although the
faint galaxies are highly downweighted and largely corrected
for the calibration factors, they contribute to the lensing signal

4 L. Anderson et al.

cent over the full survey footprint. A summary of the survey design
appears in Eisenstein et al. (2011), and a full description will be
provided in Dawson et al. (2012).

2.1 Galaxy target selection

BOSS makes use of luminous galaxies selected from the multi-
colour SDSS imaging to probe large-scale structure at intermedi-
ate redshift (0.2 < z < 0.7). The target selection is an extension
of the targeting algorithms for the SDSS-II (Eisenstein et al. 2001)
and 2SLAQ (Cannon et al. 2006) Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs),
targeting fainter and bluer galaxies in order to achieve the a number
density of 3 ⇥ 10

�4 h3
Mpc

�3. The majority of the galaxies have
old stellar systems whose prominent 4000 Å break makes them rel-
atively easy to target using multi-colour data. The details of the
target selection algorithm will be presented in Padmanabhan et al.
(2012b); we summarise the details relevant to this paper below.

The galaxy target selection in BOSS is divided into two
classes of galaxies: LOWZ galaxies (0.2 < z < 0.43) and CMASS
galaxies (0.43 < z < 0.7), analogous to the Cut-I and II SDSS-II
LRGs. The 4000 Å break resides primarily in the g and r bands for
the LOWZ and CMASS redshift ranges respectively. The LOWZ
sample in DR9 was somewhat compromised by a target selection
error, now fixed, in the early data, and regardless it would have
fewer objects and a lower effective volume than the SDSS-II LRGs
over the same redshift range. We therefore restrict our analysis here
to the CMASS sample and use the results from Padmanabhan et al.
(2012a) for measurements in the lower redshift range. The small
scale clustering results of the LOWZ sample is described in the
companion paper of Parejko et al. (2012). Future BOSS analyses
will use both the LOWZ and CMASS samples.

The CMASS sample was designed to loosely follow a constant
stellar mass cut (hence the name ConstantMASS) based on the pas-
sive galaxy template of Maraston et al. (2009), and was designed
to produce a uniform mass distribution at all redshifts. The distri-
bution of CMASS stellar masses (Maraston et al. 2012) and veloc-
ity dispersions (Thomas et al. 2012) in various redshift bins con-
firm that this goal was achieved. Unlike SDSS-II LRGs, we do not
exclusively target intrinsically red galaxies with the CMASS cut.
In fact, Masters et al. (2011) showed that 26 per cent of CMASS
galaxies are massive spirals. Therefore, whereas both the LOWZ
and CMASS samples are colour-selected, CMASS is a significantly
more complete sample than LOWZ at high stellar masses. This is-
sue is discussed in detail in Tojeiro et al. (2012a), which consid-
ers the passive evolution of galaxies between the SDSS-II Lumi-
nous Red Galaxies (which form a subset of the LOWZ sample) and
the CMASS sample. Most CMASS objects are central galaxies re-
siding in dark matter halos of 1013 h�1M�, but a non-negligible
fraction are satellites that live primarily in halos about 10 times
more massive (White et al. 2011; Nuza et al. 2012). Galaxies in the
CMASS sample are highly biased (b ⇠ 2), and bright enough to be
used to trace a large cosmological volume with sufficient number
density to ensure that shot-noise is not a dominant contributor to the
statistical error in BAO measurements. The combination of large
volume, high bias, and reasonable space density makes CMASS
galaxies particularly powerful for probing statistical properties of
large-scale structure.

The CMASS target selection makes use of four definitions
of flux computed by the photometric pipeline. All magnitudes
have been photometrically calibrated using the uber-calibration of
Padmanabhan et al. (2008) and corrected for Galactic extinction
(Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis 1998). The model fluxes are com-

puted using either a PSF-convolved exponential or de Vaucouleurs
light profile fit to the r-band only, and are denoted with the mod

subscript. Cmodel fluxes are computed using the best-fit linear
combination of an exponential and a de Vaucouleurs light profile
fit to each photometric band independently (Abazajian et al. 2009),
and are denoted with the subscript cmod . Point-spread function
(PSF) fluxes are computed by fitting a PSF model to the galaxy,
and are denoted with the subscript psf (Stoughton et al. 2002). Fi-
bre fluxes are computed within a 2 arcsec aperture after the image
is convolved with a kernel to produce a 2 arcsec FWHM PSF, and
are denoted with the subscript fib2 . Colours are computed using
model fluxes. Magnitude cuts are performed on cmodel and fibre
fluxes.

The CMASS algorithm selects luminous galaxies at z >⇠ 0.4,
extending Cut II of Eisenstein et al. (2001) to both fainter and bluer
galaxies. We first select objects classified as galaxies by the imag-
ing pipeline. These must then pass the following criteria:

17.5 < icmod < 19.9, (1)
rmod � imod < 2.0, (2)

d? > 0.55, (3)
ifib2 < 21.5, (4)

icmod < 19.86 + 1.6(d? � 0.8), (5)

where the auxiliary colour d? is defined as (Cannon et al. 2006)

d? = rmod � imod � (gmod � rmod)/8.0. (6)

CMASS objects must also pass the following star-galaxy sep-
aration cuts

ipsf � imod > 0.2 + 0.2(20.0� imod), (7)
zpsf � zmod > 9.125� 0.46zmod, (8)

unless they also pass the LOWZ criteria (see Ross et al. 2012; Pare-
jko et al. 2012), which only uses the default SDSS-II star-galaxy
separation criterion. Stars will have essentially identical model and
PSF fluxes, and this star-galaxy separation cuts on the difference
between these two magnitudes. The slope with apparent magnitude
in equations 7 and 8, which is not used in the standard star-galaxy
separator of the photometric pipeline (Strauss et al. 2002), was set
empirically by analysing commissioning spectroscopic data that re-
laxed these cuts. Our choices yield a sample with approximately 3
per cent stellar contamination, and it discards approximately 1 per
cent of genuine galaxy targets, mostly at the faint end. The star-
galaxy separation is known to fail when the seeing is poor, as PSF
and model magnitudes approach one another for all object types in
poor seeing. However this has been shown to have negligible effect
on the angular distribution of targets in SDSS (Ross et al. 2011).

2.2 Masks

We use the MANGLE software (Swanson et al. 2008) to track the
areas covered by the BOSS survey and the angular completeness
of those regions. The mask is constructed of spherical polygons,
which form the base unit for the geometrical decomposition of the
sky. The angular mask of the survey is formed from the intersec-
tion of the imaging boundaries (expressed as a set of polygons) and
spectroscopic sectors (areas of the sky covered by a unique set of
spectroscopic tiles) (see Blanton et al. 2003; Tegmark et al. 2004;
Aihara et al. 2011).

In addition to tracking the outline of the survey region and the
position of the spectroscopic plates, we apply several “vetos” in

c
� 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–33

We restrict 
ourselves to and 
M*>1011.1h70

-2M☉ to 
get an approximately 
volume limited 
sample

Number density

Miyatake, SM, et al. (2013, in prep.)
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Galaxy clustering signal

Projected galaxy clustering signal

Extremely well measured S/N ratio ~67 using 
~300000 galaxies in the DR11 subsample.
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Galaxy-galaxy lensing signal

Deeper imaging data from CFHT Legacy Survey 
available in ~100 sq. deg. area overlapping with BOSS.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the CMASS galaxy sample, used in this paper, in each of the four CFHTLenS fields as labeled at the top of each panel. The number of
CMASS galaxies in each CFHTLenS field is given in the upper right of each panel. The hatched regions denote CFHTLenS fields. The CMASS galaxy sample in
this paper is selected based on their redshift and stellar mass estimates so that the sample constitutes approximately volume-limited sample and physically-similar
population of galaxies (see text and Fig. 1 for details).

and slightly increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Galaxy-galaxy Lensing

Galaxy-galaxy weak lensing measures a coherent distortion
of source galaxy shapes due to all matter around lens galaxies,
including dark matter (see Mandelbaum et al. 2013, and refer-
ences therein). The lensing signal is only statistically measur-
able and can be estimated by stacking tangential component
of source galaxy ellipticities with respect to the position of
lens galaxy, for all the pairs of lens and source galaxies in each
circular annulus. The lensing distortion profile probed in this
way is expressed in terms of the projected surface mass den-
sity profile of the average mass distribution around the lens
galaxies:

�t(R) =
�⌃(R)
⌃cr

=
⌃̄(< R) � ⌃(R)

⌃cr
, (2)

where R is the projected separation between the source and
lens galaxies at the redshift of each lens galaxy, ⌃(R) is the
projected mass density profile at radius R, ⌃̄(< R) is the aver-
age mass density within a circle of radius R, and ⌃cr is the crit-
ical surface mass density. A spectroscopic redshift for each
CMASS galaxy, zl, enables an estimation of the projected ra-
dius from the observed angle separation �✓ via R = dA(zl)�✓,
where dA(zl) is the comoving angular diameter distance to the

lens galaxy. The critical density ⌃cr for lens and source galax-
ies at redshifts zl and zs, respectively, is defined as

⌃�1
cr (zl, zs) =

4⇡G
c2

dA(zl)dA(zl, zs)(1 + zl)2

dA(zs)
. (3)

Here dA(zs), dA(zl) and dA(zl, zs) are the comoving angular di-
ameter distances for the source-lens system. The factor of
(1+ zl)2 arises from our choice of comoving coordinates. An-
other component of shear, �⇥, which is a 45� rotated compo-
nent from the tangential shear, should be statistically consis-
tent with zero for weak gravitational lensing (but potentially
nonzero for shape distortions due to systematic errors). Hence
we can use the measured �⇥ as a monitor of a possible residual
systematics in the lensing measurement.

For each pair of lens and source galaxies, we compute the
tangential ellipticity component using

et = �e1 cos 2� � e2 sin 2�, (4)

where � is defined as the angle measured from right ascension
direction to a line connecting the lens and source galaxies at
source galaxy position. Using spherical trigonometry, the an-

Hatched 
region 


CFHTLS fields
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Galaxy-galaxy lensing signal

S/N ratio: ~28

Lensing-signal corrected for shape measurement systematics
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Halo model

Structure in 
dark matter 
distribution

Fig. 1. The complex distribution of dark matter (a) found in numerical simulations
can be easily replaced with a distribution of dark matter halos (b) with the mass
function following that found in simulations and with a profile for dark matter
within halos.

1 Introduction

This review presents astrophysical applications of an approach which has its
origins in papers by Jerzy Neyman & Elizabeth Scott and their collaborators
nearly fifty years ago. Neyman & Scott [199] were interested in describing
the spatial distribution of galaxies. They argued that it was useful to think
of the galaxy distribution as being made up of distinct clusters with a range
of sizes. Since galaxies are discrete objects, they described how to study sta-
tistical properties of a distribution of discrete points; the description required
knowledge of the distribution of cluster sizes, the distribution of points around
the cluster center, and a description of the clustering of the clusters [199]. At
that time, none of these ingredients were known, and so in subsequent work
[200,201], they focussed on inferring these parameters from data which was
just becoming useful for statistical studies.

Since that time, it has become clear that much of the mass in the Universe
is dark, and that this mass was initially rather smoothly distributed. There-
fore, the luminous galaxies we see today may be biased tracers of the dark
matter distribution. That is to say, the relation between the number of galax-
ies in a randomly placed cell and the amount of dark matter the same cell
contains, may be rather complicated. In addition, there is evidence that the
initial fluctuation field was very close to a Gaussian random field. Linear
and higher order perturbation theory descriptions of gravitational clustering
from Gaussian initial fluctuations have been developed (see Bernardeau et
al. [15] for a comprehensive review); these describe the evolution and mildly
non-linear clustering of the dark matter, but they break down when the clus-
tering is highly non-linear (typically, this happens on scales smaller than a few
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COORAY AND SHETH 2002
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The simple picture

Expected degeneracy

Increasing Ωm compensated by decreasing σ8  
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Galaxy-galaxy Lensing

see also Seljak et al. 2005, Yoo et al. 2006, Cacciato et al. 2009, 2013 SM et al. 2013

SM et al., in prep.
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Halo occupation distribution

13

Average number of galaxies per halo

Parameterization

Centrals


Mmin,σ2


Satellites

Msat, Mcut,α
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Inside a dark matter halo

Dark matter

Density profile, NFW

Concentration mass relation

Satellite galaxies
Follow the dark matter

Central galaxy

Allow for possible mis-centering
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Fixed cosmological parameters: 
WMAP-7 compatible

15
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Figure 7. Top panel: The measurements of the projected galaxy clustering signal wp rp(rp) are shown as blue solid circles with errorbars. The one-halo and
two-halo terms for the best fit model are shown using dashed and dot-dashed lines, respectively. Bottom panel: The measurements of the galaxy-galaxy lensing
signal are shown as blue solid circles with errorbars. The model constraints are derived from the joint fitting of the halo model to the two measurements, properly
taking into account the covariance matrix for each of these measurements separately. The corresponding 68% and 95% model predictions from the Monte-Carlo
Markov chain elements are shown using purple and dark purple shaded regions in each of the panels, respectively. The purple dashed or dotted lines at the small
radii in the bottom panel show the 68% and 95% upper limit on the stellar mass contribution from the CMASS galaxies. The best-fit model has �2 = 39.55 for
39 degrees of freedom for the two measurements in total. The one-halo central term, the one-halo satellite term and the two-halo term for the best-fit model are
shown using green dashed, dotted and dot-dashed lines, respectively. Although one may notice an apparent large discrepancy between the best-fit model and the
clustering signal wp rp(rp) at rp >⇠ 10 h�1Mpc, where the measurements at di↵erent radii are highly correlated with each other, the discrepancy can be easily
remedied by allowing cosmological parameters to vary in the model fitting together with the HOD parameters (see Paper II for details).

the power spectrum in the fiducial cosmological model we
have assumed. In the companion paper, we will demonstrate
that this discrepancy is easily remedied by including cosmo-
logical parameters in the fitting analysis. Nevertheless, we
emphasize that the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, which is an
independent data from the clustering signal, is well fit with
the same HOD model.

There are a few parameter degeneracies in Fig. 8 which are
worth highlighting. First, the scatter in halo masses, �2, is
tightly correlated with the mass scale, Mmin, above which ha-
los host one central galaxy. This degeneracy is expected due
to the dependence of each of the observables on these two
parameters. Increasing Mmin results in increasing the mean

halo mass of galaxies (and also the galaxy bias relevant for
the large scale clustering). However, one can compensate for
this increase by increasing the scatter, and thereby including
more lower mass halos.

The second prominent degeneracy is between the param-
eters Mmin and Msat and can also be understood given our
observables. Keeping all other parameters fixed, increasing
Mmin results in an increase in the satellite fraction of our
galaxies, and the clustering on small scales is sensitive to the
satellite fraction. However, this change can be compensated
by increasing the value of Msat, thus restoring the satellite
fraction to that required by the data.

The last degeneracy we highlight is between the two param-

Fit HOD parameters, 
halo shape 
parameter, and 
stellar mass of 
galaxies

𝟀2: 39.55 for 40 
degrees of freedom


Significant covariance 
on large scales in the 
clustering signal.

SHAPE OF DM PROFILE

STELLAR MASS OF GALAXIES

Miyatake, SM et al. 2013, arxiv:1311.1480
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Astrophysical constraints
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Figure 8. The constraints on the parameters of our model obtained via a joint analysis of the abundance and clustering of CMASS galaxies and their lensing
signal. The histograms on the diagonal of the matrix show the posterior distribution of the parameters given the data, where the blue solid lines show the prior
if any, and the green solid line shows the peak of the posterior distribution. The green dashed lines demarcate the 68% confidence interval (only one side is
presented in case of one-sided prior). The degeneracies between di↵erent parameters can be seen in the non-diagonal panels. Note that the Mmin and Msat is in
units of h�1 M�, and M⇤,11 is in units of h�2 M�.

eters M⇤ and the parameter Rc. Increasing M⇤ increases the
amplitude of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal in the inner re-
gions, and this can be compensated for by a decrease in halo
concentration. The scale dependence of the e↵ect on the lens-
ing signal is fairly di↵erent and hence the degeneracy is not
perfect. As M⇤ ! 0, the amplitude of the concentration-mass
relation tends to unity, consistent with the central value of the
prior distribution, that is the collisionless N-body expectation.
Measuring the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal on scales even
smaller than we study in this paper will break this degener-
acy.

Fig. 9 shows the 68% and 95% confidence regions in the
halo occupation distribution of the CMASS galaxies in our
sample. The halos with mass above ⇠ 4 ⇥ 1013 h�1M� host at
least one galaxy from our sample. The high mass slope of the
satellite halo occupation at the high mass end is constrained
to be ↵ = 1.06+0.11

�0.13. Using the best-fit HOD, we find hMicen =

(2.33+0.12
�0.10)⇥1013h�1M� for the average mass of halos that host

CMASS galaxies, while hMiall = (3.13 ± 0.06) ⇥ 1013 h�1M�
for the average halo mass for all the CMASS galaxies, where
massive halos hosting satellite CMASS galaxies are weighted
or counted multiple times in the calculation. In the figure,
we also show a comparison between our results and those ob-
tained by White et al. (2011) using an early release of the
BOSS galaxy sample. Their analysis did not include the stel-
lar mass and redshift cuts we impose on our sample. Since
we are excluding the low stellar mass galaxies from our sam-
ple, the parameter Mmin, which governs the mass scale above
which hNic = 1, is slightly larger. We also compare our re-
sults to the HOD constraints on the LRGs obtained by using
a counts-in-cylinder method by Reid & Spergel (2009). The
CMASS galaxies have a higher number density and conse-
quently reside in lower mass halos than the LRGs. In order
to account for the di↵erent redshifts of the CMASS and LRG
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NO OFF-CENTERING MODELMiyatake, SM et al. 2013, arxiv:1311.1480
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Figure 9. The 68% and 95% constraints on the halo occupation distribution
of our CMASS sample of galaxies obtained from the Monte-Carlo Markov
chain samples are indicated by the purple and dark purple shaded regions,
respectively. Our HOD constraints are compared to those presented in White
et al. (2011) using the entire CMASS sample (early release, no stellar mass
cuts unlike our sample), and to those presented in Reid & Spergel (2009)
for LRGs at z = 0.3. The dashed green line shows the HOD of Reid &
Spergel (2009) shifted to lower mass using the progenitor histories of halos
from z = 0.3 to z = 0.53.

galaxy samples, we also present an adjusted LRG HOD at
z = 0.53, assuming no evolution in the number of galaxies
within LRG halos from z = 0.3 to z = 0.53, but a change
to the halo mass based on the expected median mass accre-
tion histories of halos (Zhao et al. 2009). This adjusted LRG
HOD is shown using a dashed line in Fig. 9 and is also dif-
ferent from the HOD of the CMASS galaxies we obtained in
our analysis. This result demonstrates that the high redshift
CMASS galaxies cannot be considered as pure progenitors
of the low redshift LRGs. However, such a LRG-progenitor
CMASS sub-sample could conceivably be defined by restrict-
ing to galaxies at the (stellar) massive end.

The constraints on our model parameters obtained from the
posterior distributions are summarized in Table 2. The two
main results of the fitting are the limits on the stellar mass
of CMASS galaxies, M⇤ < 1.83 ⇥ 1011h�2M� at 68% con-
fidence, and that the concentration mass relation prefers a
slightly lower normalization, Rc = 0.78+0.12

�0.12, than expected
from collisionless N-body simulations. This slightly lower
normalization is despite the use of the prior Rc = 1.0 ± 0.15.
Note that these two observables are exclusively constrained
by the lensing signal presented in this paper. We have checked
that when the clustering signal is fit in isolation, the parame-
ter constraints on Rc sample the prior distribution exactly. In
Appendix B, we will show that, even if taking into account
the possible incompleteness e↵ect of our subsample or equiv-
alently an imperfect one-to-one correspondence between the
CMASS galaxies with low stellar mass and low-mass halos,
the main results above are not largely changed. The incom-
pleteness does a↵ect estimations of Mmin and � that are HOD
parameters to determine the galaxy-halo connection at low-
halo mass end.

Our current constraint on the stellar mass of galaxies is rel-
atively weak due to our inability to use the small-scale lensing
signal for our analysis. However, this limit can be used to put

Table 1
Population synthesis models average stellar masses

Model hM⇤i (1011 h�2 M�)
Portsmouth Passive Kroupa 1.16
Portsmouth Passive Salpeter 1.98

Portsmouth Starforming Kroupa 0.96
Portsmouth Starforming Salpeter 1.49

Granada Early-forming dust 3.07
Granada Early-forming no-dust 2.59
Granada Wide-forming no-dust 2.16

Granada Wide-forming dust 2.57
PCA Wisconsin M11 1.84
PCA Wisconsin BC03 1.77

Fiducial model < 1.83 (68%)
O↵-centering model < 2.69 (68%)

The average stellar mass estimate for the sample of galaxies used to mea-
sure the clustering and lensing of galaxies in the present study from the
di↵erent SPS models. The sample was defined using the first of these mod-
els, and the same sample was used to estimate the average stellar mass in all
cases. For comparison, our 68% model constraints are listed in the bottom
two rows for the fiducial and the o↵-centering model, respectively.

Table 2
Posterior distribution of parameters from a Monte-Carlo Markov Chain

Parameter Fiducial O↵-centering model
log Mmin 13.21+0.13

�0.11 13.21+0.14
�0.11

�2 0.31+0.12
�0.10 0.31+0.12

�0.10
log Msat 14.15+0.09

�0.08 14.14+0.08
�0.07

↵ 1.06+0.11
�0.13 1.10+0.11

�0.11
 < 0.58 < 0.49

M⇤ ,11 < 1.83 < 2.69
Rc 0.78+0.12

�0.12 1.10+0.19
�0.13

 0.94+0.13
�0.14 0.89+0.13

�0.12
po↵ - < 0.66
Ro↵ - 0.79+0.58

�0.38

The two columns list the 68% confidence intervals on the fiducial and o↵-
centering model parameters, respectively. The parameter M⇤ ,11 denotes the
stellar mass in units of 1011 h�2 M�.

some interesting bounds on the SPS models. The estimates
of the stellar masses from such models depend on a number
of ingredients such as the initial mass function of stars, as-
sumption about the star formation history of a galaxy or the
dust properties in the galaxies. Interestingly, the average stel-
lar masses in most of the SPS models are larger than our 68%
confidence limit. The SPS models (both passively evolving
and star forming) with a Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa
2001), the star-forming SPS model with Salpeter initial mass
function (Salpeter 1955) from the Portsmouth group, and the
PCA-based stellar mass estimates from the Wisconsin group
utilizing the SPS model of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), all are
consistent with our limits. The rest of the models predict an
average mass larger than or barely equal to our 68% confi-
dence limits. We note that our limits become stronger if we
use stricter priors on the concentration-mass relation obtained
from collisionless numerical simulations. Relaxing the prior
we assumed on Rc results in the concentration being even
lower, and the observations are able to accommodate a larger
stellar mass. Upcoming surveys such as the Subaru HSC sur-
vey, which also overlaps with the BOSS survey, will derive
tighter constraints on the stellar mass from lensing, which can
be used to distinguish between the di↵erent SPS models.

In Fig. 10, we show the comparison between our mea-

Satellite fraction: 11±1%
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Figure 10. Comparison of c-M relations between our results and Mandel-
baum et al. (2008). The green solid line denotes the prediction by Macciò
et al. (2007) which is used for our model as a fiducial relation. The green
dashed line denotes our measurement that is parametrized by Rc, the nor-
malization parameter to the fiducial relation (for details, see Section 4). The
purple and dark purple regions indicate 68% and 95% constraints from the
Monte-Carlo Markov chain samples (for details, see Section 5). The blue
sold line denotes the prediction in Mandelbaum et al. (2008) that is based
on the results at Neto et al. (2007), while the blue dashed line denotes the
measurement in Mandelbaum et al. (2008) that is based on several lens sam-
ples at z = 0.22. Note that these relations are converted to z = 0, assuming
that the evolution follows c(M, z) / (1 + z)�1. Our result is consistent with
Mandelbaum et al. (2008) (See text for discussion).

surement of concentration parameter and a previous result by
Mandelbaum et al. (2008) who measured the c-M relation at
z = 0.22. In this plot all the c-M relations are converted
to z = 0. Mandelbaum et al. (2008) combined MaxBCG
clusters (Koester et al. 2007), LRGs, and L⇤ lens (Mandel-
baum et al. 2006b), to cover three orders of magnitude in
mass, from 1012M� to 1015M�. They found that the measure-
ment, which was done without taking into account the o↵-
centering e↵ect by explicitly excluding scales where it should
a↵ect the results (see below), is ⇠ 20-30% smaller than theo-
retical prediction based on the Millennium simulations (Neto
et al. 2007), although the largest deviation is within 2-�. Our
result from the fiducial fit is consistent with their measure-
ment within errorbars, and our measurement is also lower
than theoretical model we used (Macciò et al. 2007). Our
constraint is centered at the mass scale of CMASS galaxies,
hMicen ⇠ 2.3 ⇥ 1013 h�1M�, which shows a 20% smaller con-
centration than the theoretical model11. This result implies
that the redshift evolution of halo concentration is consis-
tent within predictions shown here, at least for the range of
z ' 0.2-0.6.

Our analysis demonstrates that we can constrain the nor-
malization of the concentration-mass relation and the stellar
mass of CMASS galaxies using the joint analysis of cluster-
ing and lensing of CMASS galaxies. The normalization of the
c-M relation favors lower values than that expected from sim-
ulations. A number of interesting, physical reasons could give
rise to such an e↵ect. Baryonic e↵ects can change the density

11 The prediction in Mandelbaum et al. (2008) was computed based on
WMAP5 parameters (Komatsu et al. 2009), while our prediction is computed
by using Macciò et al. (2007) with WMAP7 parameters. We calculate our
prediction in WMAP5 parameters and confirmed that it agrees with that in
WMAP7 within ⇠ 1%, which implies that we can reasonably compare our
result with Mandelbaum et al. (2008).

structure of halos, as the dark matter adiabatically responds
to the gravity exerted by the baryons. While the condensa-
tion of baryons at the center of the halo can cause the dark
matter distribution to become more concentrated (Blumenthal
et al. 1986; Gnedin et al. 2004), feedback processes such as
supernova heating can push out baryons and make the dark
matter distribution less concentrated (e.g. Sales et al. 2010;
van Daalen et al. 2011). Our analysis results point towards
the latter scenario. However, we will later discuss the possi-
ble o↵-centering e↵ect on the parameter constraints.

There are several theoretical predictions for the c-M
relation obtained from collisionless numerical simulations
(Macciò et al. 2008; Bhattacharya et al. 2013; Prada et al.
2012; Du↵y et al. 2008). A compilation of these di↵erent
results was presented in Fig. 6 of Kwan et al. (2013), which
shows a scatter of about ⇠ 30% between the di↵erent deter-
minations. Thus, apparently there is a large uncertainty in
the theoretical prediction itself. These di↵erences could have
their origins in the procedures used for estimating the concen-
tration, definition of the halo center, and the radial range used
for the fitting (e.g., Prada et al. 2012; Meneghetti & Rasia
2013; Klypin et al. 2013, for the similar discussion). How-
ever, none of these methods reflect the procedures adopted
when concentrations are measured from observations. A more
appropriate way is to use a mock catalog of CMASS galaxies
that is designed to model all the observables such as the clus-
tering signals and the lensing signal and then to compare the
c-M relation obtained from the hypothetical measurements
with the relation inferred from data (e.g. Becker & Kravtsov
2011, for such an attempt).

We have so far assumed in our analytical model that central
galaxies reside at the center of each host halo. However, it has
been argued that this assumption may not be entirely true and
that central galaxies could be “sloshing” around in the dark
matter halo potential well (e.g. van den Bosch et al. 2005;
Hikage et al. 2013). If true, this e↵ect can result in a lower
amplitude for the lensing signal in the inner regions. Since
we do not consider such a possibility in our fiducial analysis,
it could cause the c-M relation inferred from the data to have
a lower value than that expected from numerical simulations.
Given the degeneracy between Rc and M⇤, the constraints on
the stellar mass can also be a↵ected. Another possibility is
that the brightest or the most massive galaxy is not the cen-
tral galaxy (see e.g., Skibba et al. 2011, who show that this
situation exists for about ⇠ 40% of high mass halos). This
possibility can a↵ect observables such as satellite kinematics
(e.g, More et al. 2009, 2011), which crucially require a correct
identification of central galaxies. However, as long as both the
central and satellite galaxies in halos where such a possibility
arises are in the sample used to calculate the clustering or the
lensing signal, our conclusions should not be a↵ected.

To investigate the former issue further, we include two addi-
tional parameters in our model, following the method in Hik-
age et al. (2013) (see also Johnston et al. 2007; Hikage et al.
2012). The parameter po↵ describes the fraction of galaxies
that have such a displacement from the true center of the halo,
while the parameter Ro↵ denotes the characteristic scale of the
displacement in units of the scale radius, rs of the halo. We
assume that the displacement profile is given by the following
Gaussian form in a statistical average sense:

P(r|M) =
1

(2⇡)3/2(rsRo↵)3 exp
2
666664�

1
2

 
r

rsRo↵

!23777775 . (30)

Rc<1.0
Degeneracy 
between halo shape 
parameter, and 
stellar mass
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Figure 8. The constraints on the parameters of our model obtained via a joint analysis of the abundance and clustering of CMASS galaxies and their lensing
signal. The histograms on the diagonal of the matrix show the posterior distribution of the parameters given the data, where the blue solid lines show the prior
if any, and the green solid line shows the peak of the posterior distribution. The green dashed lines demarcate the 68% confidence interval (only one side is
presented in case of one-sided prior). The degeneracies between di↵erent parameters can be seen in the non-diagonal panels. Note that the Mmin and Msat is in
units of h�1 M�, and M⇤,11 is in units of h�2 M�.

eters M⇤ and the parameter Rc. Increasing M⇤ increases the
amplitude of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal in the inner re-
gions, and this can be compensated for by a decrease in halo
concentration. The scale dependence of the e↵ect on the lens-
ing signal is fairly di↵erent and hence the degeneracy is not
perfect. As M⇤ ! 0, the amplitude of the concentration-mass
relation tends to unity, consistent with the central value of the
prior distribution, that is the collisionless N-body expectation.
Measuring the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal on scales even
smaller than we study in this paper will break this degener-
acy.

Fig. 9 shows the 68% and 95% confidence regions in the
halo occupation distribution of the CMASS galaxies in our
sample. The halos with mass above ⇠ 4 ⇥ 1013 h�1M� host at
least one galaxy from our sample. The high mass slope of the
satellite halo occupation at the high mass end is constrained
to be ↵ = 1.06+0.11

�0.13. Using the best-fit HOD, we find hMicen =

(2.33+0.12
�0.10)⇥1013h�1M� for the average mass of halos that host

CMASS galaxies, while hMiall = (3.13 ± 0.06) ⇥ 1013 h�1M�
for the average halo mass for all the CMASS galaxies, where
massive halos hosting satellite CMASS galaxies are weighted
or counted multiple times in the calculation. In the figure,
we also show a comparison between our results and those ob-
tained by White et al. (2011) using an early release of the
BOSS galaxy sample. Their analysis did not include the stel-
lar mass and redshift cuts we impose on our sample. Since
we are excluding the low stellar mass galaxies from our sam-
ple, the parameter Mmin, which governs the mass scale above
which hNic = 1, is slightly larger. We also compare our re-
sults to the HOD constraints on the LRGs obtained by using
a counts-in-cylinder method by Reid & Spergel (2009). The
CMASS galaxies have a higher number density and conse-
quently reside in lower mass halos than the LRGs. In order
to account for the di↵erent redshifts of the CMASS and LRG

Constraints on stellar population synthesis models
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Figure 9. The 68% and 95% constraints on the halo occupation distribution
of our CMASS sample of galaxies obtained from the Monte-Carlo Markov
chain samples are indicated by the purple and dark purple shaded regions,
respectively. Our HOD constraints are compared to those presented in White
et al. (2011) using the entire CMASS sample (early release, no stellar mass
cuts unlike our sample), and to those presented in Reid & Spergel (2009)
for LRGs at z = 0.3. The dashed green line shows the HOD of Reid &
Spergel (2009) shifted to lower mass using the progenitor histories of halos
from z = 0.3 to z = 0.53.

galaxy samples, we also present an adjusted LRG HOD at
z = 0.53, assuming no evolution in the number of galaxies
within LRG halos from z = 0.3 to z = 0.53, but a change
to the halo mass based on the expected median mass accre-
tion histories of halos (Zhao et al. 2009). This adjusted LRG
HOD is shown using a dashed line in Fig. 9 and is also dif-
ferent from the HOD of the CMASS galaxies we obtained in
our analysis. This result demonstrates that the high redshift
CMASS galaxies cannot be considered as pure progenitors
of the low redshift LRGs. However, such a LRG-progenitor
CMASS sub-sample could conceivably be defined by restrict-
ing to galaxies at the (stellar) massive end.

The constraints on our model parameters obtained from the
posterior distributions are summarized in Table 2. The two
main results of the fitting are the limits on the stellar mass
of CMASS galaxies, M⇤ < 1.83 ⇥ 1011h�2M� at 68% con-
fidence, and that the concentration mass relation prefers a
slightly lower normalization, Rc = 0.78+0.12

�0.12, than expected
from collisionless N-body simulations. This slightly lower
normalization is despite the use of the prior Rc = 1.0 ± 0.15.
Note that these two observables are exclusively constrained
by the lensing signal presented in this paper. We have checked
that when the clustering signal is fit in isolation, the parame-
ter constraints on Rc sample the prior distribution exactly. In
Appendix B, we will show that, even if taking into account
the possible incompleteness e↵ect of our subsample or equiv-
alently an imperfect one-to-one correspondence between the
CMASS galaxies with low stellar mass and low-mass halos,
the main results above are not largely changed. The incom-
pleteness does a↵ect estimations of Mmin and � that are HOD
parameters to determine the galaxy-halo connection at low-
halo mass end.

Our current constraint on the stellar mass of galaxies is rel-
atively weak due to our inability to use the small-scale lensing
signal for our analysis. However, this limit can be used to put

Table 1
Population synthesis models average stellar masses

Model hM⇤i (1011 h�2 M�)
Portsmouth Passive Kroupa 1.16
Portsmouth Passive Salpeter 1.98

Portsmouth Starforming Kroupa 0.96
Portsmouth Starforming Salpeter 1.49

Granada Early-forming dust 3.07
Granada Early-forming no-dust 2.59
Granada Wide-forming no-dust 2.16

Granada Wide-forming dust 2.57
PCA Wisconsin M11 1.84
PCA Wisconsin BC03 1.77

Fiducial model < 1.83 (68%)
O↵-centering model < 2.69 (68%)

The average stellar mass estimate for the sample of galaxies used to mea-
sure the clustering and lensing of galaxies in the present study from the
di↵erent SPS models. The sample was defined using the first of these mod-
els, and the same sample was used to estimate the average stellar mass in all
cases. For comparison, our 68% model constraints are listed in the bottom
two rows for the fiducial and the o↵-centering model, respectively.

Table 2
Posterior distribution of parameters from a Monte-Carlo Markov Chain

Parameter Fiducial O↵-centering model
log Mmin 13.21+0.13

�0.11 13.21+0.14
�0.11

�2 0.31+0.12
�0.10 0.31+0.12

�0.10
log Msat 14.15+0.09

�0.08 14.14+0.08
�0.07

↵ 1.06+0.11
�0.13 1.10+0.11

�0.11
 < 0.58 < 0.49

M⇤ ,11 < 1.83 < 2.69
Rc 0.78+0.12

�0.12 1.10+0.19
�0.13

 0.94+0.13
�0.14 0.89+0.13

�0.12
po↵ - < 0.66
Ro↵ - 0.79+0.58

�0.38

The two columns list the 68% confidence intervals on the fiducial and o↵-
centering model parameters, respectively. The parameter M⇤ ,11 denotes the
stellar mass in units of 1011 h�2 M�.

some interesting bounds on the SPS models. The estimates
of the stellar masses from such models depend on a number
of ingredients such as the initial mass function of stars, as-
sumption about the star formation history of a galaxy or the
dust properties in the galaxies. Interestingly, the average stel-
lar masses in most of the SPS models are larger than our 68%
confidence limit. The SPS models (both passively evolving
and star forming) with a Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa
2001), the star-forming SPS model with Salpeter initial mass
function (Salpeter 1955) from the Portsmouth group, and the
PCA-based stellar mass estimates from the Wisconsin group
utilizing the SPS model of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), all are
consistent with our limits. The rest of the models predict an
average mass larger than or barely equal to our 68% confi-
dence limits. We note that our limits become stronger if we
use stricter priors on the concentration-mass relation obtained
from collisionless numerical simulations. Relaxing the prior
we assumed on Rc results in the concentration being even
lower, and the observations are able to accommodate a larger
stellar mass. Upcoming surveys such as the Subaru HSC sur-
vey, which also overlaps with the BOSS survey, will derive
tighter constraints on the stellar mass from lensing, which can
be used to distinguish between the di↵erent SPS models.

In Fig. 10, we show the comparison between our mea-
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Table 13. Comparison of CMB flat ⇤CDM predictions for the BAO distance scale to our BOSS DR11 measurements. We translate the CMB predictions to our
observables of ↵, ✏, ↵k, and ↵?. As the CMB data sets vary notably in the value of ⌦mh2, we report these quantities. We also translate our BOSS distance
measurements to the constraints they imply on ⌦mh2, assuming the flat ⇤CDM model and using the CMB measurements of ⌦bh

2 and the angular acoustic
scale. We stress that this inference of ⌦mh2 is entirely model-dependent and should not be used as a more general result of this paper. However, it does allow
an easy comparison of the CMB and BOSS data sets in the context of ⇤CDM.

dataset z
e↵

↵ ✏ ↵k ↵? ⌦mh2

Planck 0.32 1.040± 0.016 �0.0033± 0.0013 1.033± 0.014 1.043± 0.018 0.1427± 0.0024
WMAP 0.32 1.008± 0.029 �0.0007± 0.0021 1.007± 0.025 1.009± 0.031 0.1371± 0.0044

eWMAP 0.32 0.987± 0.023 0.0006± 0.0016 0.988± 0.020 0.986± 0.025 0.1353± 0.0035

LOWZ 0.32 1.018± 0.021 - - - 0.1387± 0.0036

Planck 0.57 1.031± 0.013 �0.0053± 0.0020 1.020± 0.009 1.037± 0.015 0.1427± 0.0024

WMAP 0.57 1.006± 0.023 �0.0012± 0.0034 1.004± 0.017 1.007± 0.027 0.1371± 0.0044
eWMAP 0.57 0.988± 0.019 0.0010± 0.0027 0.990± 0.013 0.987± 0.021 0.1353± 0.0035

CMASS-iso 0.57 1.0144± 0.0098 - - - 0.1389± 0.0022

CMASS 0.57 1.019± 0.010 �0.025± 0.014 0.968± 0.033 1.045± 0.015 0.1416± 0.0018

Figure 22. The DV (z)/rd measured from galaxy surveys, divided by
the best-fit flat ⇤CDM prediction from the Planck data. All error bars
are 1�. The Planck prediction is a horizontal line at unity, by construc-
tion. The dashed line shows the best-fit flat ⇤CDM prediction from the
WMAP+SPT/ACT results, including their smaller-scale CMB compilation
(Bennett et al. 2013). In both cases, the grey region shows the 1 � varia-
tion in the predictions for DV (z) (at a particular redshift, as opposed to
the whole redshift range), which are dominated by uncertainties in ⌦mh2.
As the value of ⌦mh2 varies, the prediction will move coherently up or
down, with amplitude indicated by the grey region. One can see the mild
tension between the two sets of CMB results, as discussed in Planck Col-
laboration (2013b). The current galaxy BAO data fall in between the two
predictions and are clearly consistent with both. As we describe in Sec. 7.5,
the anisotropic CMASS fit would yield a prediction for this plot that is 0.5
per cent higher than the isotropic CMASS fit; this value would fall some-
what closer to the Planck prediction. In addition to the BOSS data points,
we plot SDSS-II results as open symbols, that from Percival et al. (2010) at
z = 0.275 and from Padmanabhan et al. (2012) at z = 0.35. These data
sets have a high level of overlap with BOSS LOWZ and with each other,
so one should not include more than one in statistical fitting. However, the
results are highly consistent despite variations in the exact data sets and
differences in methodology.

tion obtained from isotropic acoustic scale fits in the latest galaxy
surveys. In addition to the values from this paper, we include the
acoustic scale measurement from the 6dFGS (Beutler et al. 2011)
and WiggleZ survey (Blake et al. 2011). As the BAO method ac-
tually measures DV /rd, we plot this quantity multiplied by rd,fid.

The very narrow grey band here is the prediction from the Planck
CMB dataset detailed in Sec. 9.1. In vanilla flat ⇤CDM, the CMB
acoustic peaks imply precise measurements of ⌦mh2 and ⌦bh

2,
which in turn imply the acoustic scale. The angular acoustic scale in
the CMB then determines the distance to z = 1089, which breaks
the degeneracy between ⌦m and h once the low-redshift expansion
history is otherwise specified (e.g., given ⌦K , w, and wa). The
comparison between low-redshift BAO measurements and the pre-
dictions from the CMB assuming a flat ⇤CDM cosmology there-
fore allows percent-level checks on the expansion history in this
model over a large lever arm in redshift. One sees remarkably good
agreement between the BAO measurements and the flat ⇤CDM
predictions from CMB observations.

Fig. 22 divides by the best-fit prediction from Planck Collabo-
ration (2013b) to allow one to focus on a percent-level comparison.
In addition to the BAO data from the previous figure, we also plot
older BAO measurements based primarily on SDSS-II LRG data
(Percival et al. 2010; Padmanabhan et al. 2012). This figure also
shows the flat ⇤CDM prediction from the WMAP+SPT/ACT data
set. The predictions from these two data sets are in mild conflict
due to the ⇠ 5 per cent difference in their ⌦mh2 values, discussed
in Section 9.1. One can see that the isotropic BAO data, and the
BOSS measurements in particular, fall between the two predictions
and are consistent with both.

Our 68 and 95 per cent constraints in the DA(0.57)(r
fid

d /rd)�
H(0.57)(rd/r

fid

d ) plane from CMASS consensus anisotropic mea-
surements are highlighted in orange in Fig. 23. In grey we overplot
one-dimensional 1- and 2� contours of our consensus isotropic
BAO fit. Also shown in Fig. 23 are the flat ⇤CDM predictions from
the Planck and WMAP CMB data sets detailed in Section 9.1. The
CMB constraints occupy a narrow ellipse defined by the extremely
precise measurement of the angular acoustic scale of 0.06 per cent
(Planck Collaboration 2013b). The extent of the ellipse arises pri-
marily from the remaining uncertainty on the physical cold dark
matter density, ⌦ch

2; Planck narrows the allowed range by nearly
a factor of two compared with WMAP. The CMASS isotropic BAO
constraints are consistent with both CMB predictions shown here.
The anisotropic constraints in particular prefer larger values of
⌦ch

2 (right edge of the WMAP contour) also favored by Planck.
Also evident in this plot is the offset between the best fit anisotropic
constraint on H(0.57)(rd/r

fid

d ) (or ✏) and the flat ⇤CDM predic-
tions from the CMB.

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–38

Baryon acoustic 
oscillations results also lie 
in between the WMAPe 
and PLANCK results

SM et al. 2014, in prep.
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SuMIRe: Subaru Measurements of Images 
and Redshift Survey

Hyper Suprime-cam:

0.9 Gpixel camera

5 bands: g,r,i,z,y

r band limit: 26 (Wide)

Wide angle (1.77 sq deg.)


Prime Focus 
Spectrograph: 


2400 optical fibers per 
field of view

Real time fiber positioning 
adjustments

1.5 Our data, our collaboration

Figure 1.2.: The limiting magnitudes (in r) and solid angles of the HSC-Wide, Deep, and Ultradeep (UD) layers,
compared with other existing, on-going, and planned surveys. The three layers are complementary to each other,
and each of the three layers covers a significantly wider area than do other on-going surveys of comparable depth.

ment itself. The design of the HSC Survey with its three-layer design, and choice of survey fields,
are described in Chapter 3. The survey strategy, which is designed for highly accurate photometric
calibration, is detailed in Chapter 4. We describe the software pipelines that will analyze the
survey data in Chapter 5. Studies of both galaxies and cosmology requires determining galaxy
redshifts, which we do from their broad-band colors, as discussed in Chapter 6.

We then turn to the principal science drivers. We describe gravitational lensing techniques, with
emphasis on understanding systematics, in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 presents studies of the lensing
signal around galaxies allows one to understand galaxies in their dark matter context. Cosmological
applications of gravitational lensing are discussed in Chapter 9. Clusters of galaxies are also
important, both as a key part of the galaxy evolution puzzle, and for their cosmological implications,
as described in Chapter 10. We then go on to describe the work we can do in galaxy evolution
studies, up to z = 1.5 (Chapter 11) and up to z = 7 (Chapter 12). Quasars and Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN) are a crucial part of this story, as described in Chapter 13. We then discuss various
transient phenomena, including Type Ia supernovae that is an additional key cosmological probe,
in Chapter 14. Two scientific areas that are further from our core science goals, but which will
have a wealth of data from our survey, are studies of the main belt and Kuiper belt of asteroids in
our Solar System (Chapter 15) and of the halo of the Milky Way (Chapter 16).
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3. HSC Wide, Deep, and Ultradeep Layers

Masahiro Takada (Kavli IPMU), Kazuhiro Shimasaku (Tokyo), Masami Ouchi (Tokyo), Michael
A. Strauss (Princeton), Masashi Chiba (Tohoku), Sébastien Foucaud (NTNU, Taiwan), James E.
Gunn (Princeton), Takashi Hamana (NAOJ), Yuichi Matsuda (NAOJ), Satoshi Miyazaki (NAOJ),
Tomoki Morokuma (Tokyo), Tohru Nagao (Kyoto), Atsushi J. Nishizawa (Kavli IPMU), Masamune
Oguri (Kavli IPMU), Yoshiaki Ono (Tokyo), Tomoki Saito (Kavli IPMU), Keiichi Umetsu (ASIAA),
Naoki Yasuda (Kavli IPMU)

3.1. HSC Survey

We are planning to carry out a three-layer survey with HSC, consisting of the HSC-Wide, Deep,
and Ultradeep layers. Table 3.1 (see also Figure 1.2) gives a brief summary of survey parameters
and main science drivers for each of the survey layers. Each of the Wide, Deep and Ultradeep
layers will use different filters, go to different depths, and cover different solid angles and thus
cosmological volumes. The Table shows that these three layers are complementary to each other
and are significantly more powerful than are competitive on-going, upcoming surveys. Combining
the three layers allows us to cover a broad range of science topics spanning a wide ranges of length
scales and redshifts, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. We need about 200 nights in total (including
overhead and nights with poor weather, 30%) to carry out the Wide layer, and 100 nights for the
Deep and Ultradeep layers.

In addition, the HSC Survey offer various synergies with other surveys, including the SDSS-III
Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2012), the arcminute-resolution
CMB experiment, Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT; Fowler 2004) survey and the upgraded
experiment ACTPol (Niemack et al. 2010) in which our Princeton colleagues are involved, the
Planck CMB experiment (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011), the AMiBA CMB experiment that is
a powerful instrument for a deep Sunyaev-Zel’dovich observation of target galaxy clusters (Ho et al.
2009, which has been led by ASIAA), the Astro-H project (Takahashi et al. 2010), and eROSITA

Layer Area # of Filters & Depth Volume Key Science

[deg2] pointings [h−3Gpc3]

Wide 1,400 916 grizy (r ≃ 26) ∼ 4.4 (z < 2) WL cosmology, z ∼ 1 galaxies,

clusters of galaxies

Deep 27 15 grizy+3NBs (r ≃ 27) ∼ 0.5 (1 < z < 5) z <∼ 2 galaxies, SNeIa, WL calib.

Ultradeep 3.5 2 grizy+3NBs (r ≃ 28) ∼ 0.07 (2 < z < 7) high-z gals (LAEs, LBGs), SNeIa

Table 3.1.: Summary of the HSC-Wide, Deep, and Ultradeep layers.
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Discovered in 2010 by Pan-StarrsI 
(Chornock et al. 2012)

Peculiar due to its very high 
luminosity, red colour, rapid rise time


About 20-30 times more luminous than 
typical SN Type Ia/c

25

Alternative hypothesis: gravitational lensing caused 
the 30 fold magnification of a normal Type Ia Sn 
(Quimby et al. 2012).


But where is the lensing object?

New type of SLSN ?!

KECK SPECTRUM QUIMBY, OGURI, MORE, SM, ET AL. 2014, SCIENCE

The curious case of SN PS1-10afx
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First case of strongly lensed Type Ia Supernova

Time delays can help pin down the Hubble parameter

26

The curious case of SN PS1-10afx
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Summary
Clustering and weak lensing signal of SDSS-III CMASS 
galaxy sample


Weak lensing only in 120 sq deg area

Hyper Suprime-cam survey will image 1400 sq deg, with twice 
the source number density as CFHTLS


Astrophysical constraints:

Average halo mass of CMASS galaxies: 2.3x10

13
 hinv Msun


Satellite fraction 11 percent

Constraints on halo shape and stellar population synthesis models


Cosmological constraints

Tight constraints on Ωm and σ8


Consistent and complementary with CMB experiments with 
interesting mild tensions
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Thank you!!!
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